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INTRODUCTION

Technological advances in available healthcare provide many
individuals with a new opportunity for life that only a few short
decades ago did not exist. One of the most remarkable, but difficult
to obtain, procedures is the coveted organ transplant. In 2003, 25,462
lucky patients were given a second chance at life through organ trans-
plants.' That same year, 6,989 patients died while they were on the
waiting list to receive a transplant.2 As of February 14, 2005, there
were 87,530 candidates on the waiting list,3 while only 24,812 trans-
plants were performed between January and November 2004.4

Indeed, the shortage in organs is so severe that, in an effort to procure
a healthy liver, Todd Krampitz took the extreme measure of renting a
billboard along one of Houston's busiest freeways with the caption "I
NEED A LIVER / Please Help Save My Life!"' The shortage in
organs, however, is not the only obstacle facing a patient in need of a
new heart or kidney. Unfortunately many patients will never even be
placed on a waiting list to be considered for an organ transplant for
the sole reason that they do not have enough money.'

* J.D. Candidate, George Mason University School of Law, B.A., University of North Car-
olina at Chapel Hill, 2000.

1 United Network For Organ Sharing, The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Net-
work, Transplants in the U.S. by Region, at http://www.optn.org/data/ (last modified Feb. 11,
2005).

2 Id., Death Removals by Region by Year, at http://www.optn.org/data/ (last modified Feb.
11, 2005).

3 Id., at http://www.optn.org (last visited Feb. 14, 2005).
4 1d
5 The Associated Press, Man gets liver after using billboards, Net, MSNBC.coM, Aug. 13,

2004, at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/5685485. (last visited Feb. 21, 2005)
6 See, e.g., David L. Weigert, Tragic Choices: State Discretion Over Organ Transplant Fund-

ing for Medicaid Recipients, 89 Nw. U. L. REV. 268, 268 (1994) (commenting on a single
mother's inability to be placed on the waiting list for a bone marrow transplant absent proof of
sufficient insurance or a $100,000 deposit); Ellis v. Patterson, 859 F.2d 52, 53 (8th Cir. 1988)
(hospital will not put plaintiff on the waiting list for a liver transplant where Arkansas Medicaid
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With the current difficulties many patients have raising the neces-
sary funds to obtain a life saving transplant, many people are dis-
turbed to learn that there is one group of citizens some states guaranty
will get on the wait list for an organ transplant regardless of their abil-
ity to pay - prisoners. In particular, California citizens were recently
outraged when the state spent approximately one million taxpayer
dollars to fund a heart transplant for a jailed felon.7 Many citizens did
not understand why the state would pay for a criminal to receive a
heart transplant, while law-abiding tax-paying citizens could not even
manage to get on the waitlist.

Frank Salgado8 responded to the news of the California inmate's
transplant by commenting that a person who can't afford a heart
transplant should rob a bank.9 If they are successful, they will have
money for the transplant, and if not, they will go to jail where the state
will pay for the transplant.10 Salgado himself is one of the many
Americans who would not have gotten placed on the waiting list with-
out the tremendous fund raising efforts of family and friends."
Although Salgado was insured, his insurance company canceled his
policy, claiming Salgado had not been forthright with disclosing the
true condition of his heart. 2 Without insurance, Salgado could not get
his name on the waiting list until he was able to raise the required
$150,000 deposit. 3 Even after being placed on the waiting list, Sal-
gado was still required to continue his fundraising efforts in order to

program does not cover organ transplants and plaintiff cannot personally make the required
$110,000 deposit).

7 Bryan Robinson, Death-Row Privilege: Condemned Prisoner May Get Kidney Transplant
While Law-Abiding Citizens Wait, ABCNEws.CoM, May 28, 2003, at http://abcnews.go.com (last
visited Aug. 20, 2004) (on file with author).

8 Frank Salgado passed away August 2003. Memorial Service for Frank Salgado on August
23, VEGAsHocKEY.COM, Aug. 2003, at http://www.vegashockey.com/august_2003.html (last vis-
ited Feb. 21, 2005).

9 Brock Radke, Salgado family struggles with father's affliction: Insurance company drops
patient needing transplant, VIEW, May 1, 2002, available at http:/www.viewnews.com/2002/
VIEW-May-01-Wed-2002/Summerlin/18592358.htm (last visited Feb. 21, 2005).

10 Il

I Id.; see also Jane Bennett Clark, The High Cost of Hope, KipLiNGER'S, May 1998, vol. 52,
n.5 at 104.

12 Jo Dondis, Organ Debate: Should Inmates Qualify for Publicly Financed Organ Trans-
plants?, ABCNEW.COM, Feb. 3, 2003, at http://abcnews.go.com (last visited Aug. 20, 2004) (on
file with author).

13 Id.
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come up with the entire amount required for the heart transplant
procedure. 4

Unfortunately, Salgado's plight is not uncommon, and that is why
many people feel inmates should not be given preferential treatment
in procuring an organ transplant.15 In response to the public criticism
of providing an inmate with a heart transplant, California corrections
officials claim the Constitution required that they provide the inmate
with the medically necessary heart transplant.16 However, many states
disagree with California and do not provide prisoners organ trans-
plants or will only provide organ transplants if the inmate can first
show an ability to pay. 7 With the elderly population in the prison

14 Currently, the average cost of a heart transplant is $391,800 plus an additional $12,000
per year on medication for the remainder of the patient's life. Telephone Interview with Beverly
Trinkel, United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) Patient Services Representative (Jan. 15,
2004). According to Ms. Trinkel the estimated cost of a heart transplant is only an average and
can often cost substantially more, as was the case with the California inmate's procedure.

15 See, e.g., 60 Minutes: Change of Heart (CBS Television broadcast, Sept. 14, 2003) (tran-
script of the broadcast available at http'/lwww.cbsnews.com/stories/2003/09/12/60minutes/
main572974.shtml); Jane Bennett Clark, supra note 11.

16 60 Minutes: Change of Heart, supra note 15. As support for its contention that provid-
ing inmates with medically necessary organ transplants is constitutionally required, the Califor-
nia Department of Corrections refers to a case where an inmate was denied a kidney transplant
in 1996. A 1996 opinion from the 9th Circuit deals with a kidney transplant for an inmate in the
California prison system and could be the case California prison officials are relying on. See
Jackson v. McIntosh, 90 F.3d 330 (9th Cir. 1996). If so, this reliance is misplaced. Although the
9th Circuit held that the lower court improperly granted the State summary judgment, the opin-
ion did not base its decision on the belief that all medically necessary organ transplants are
constitutionally required. Id at 332. Rather the opinion is based on the inmate's allegation that
the desired transplant was denied to him based on personal animosity. Id. The court concluded
that if the inmate proved this allegation, a case of deliberate indifference would be made. Id.
Thus, it is important to note that in this case the 9th Circuit addressed a denial based on personal
animosity and not a case where the inmate is denied a transplant due to a legitimate competing
state interest. Id.

17 Deborah Lamb-Mechanick & Julianne Nelson, PRISON HEALTH CARE SURVEY: AN

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS INFLuENCIING PER CAPrrA CosTS (2000), available at http://www.nicic.
orglpubs/2000/015999.pdf. As of 1998, 25 out of 49 surveyed states provided organ transplants.
hid Of these 25, only 1 provided all organ transplants. Id. The remaining 24 limited the organ
transplants provided either to specific procedures, such as kidney transplants, or decided which
transplants to provide on a case-by-case basis or according to the community standard. Id. Of
the 24 states that did not provide organ transplants in 1998, several have since changed their
policy (including the Federal Bureau of Prisons, California, and Washington). Still, many states
that are providing transplants to inmates will only provide certain transplants under particular
circumstances. For example, Virginia will only fund kidney transplants. Va. Dep't of Correc-
tions (VA DOC) Operating Procedure 734-4.0 (2004), The Federal Bureau of Prisons did not
provide funding for inmates' organ transplants until February 11, 2000, and even now will not
provide organ transplants in all circumstances. Susan Okie, Inmates Await Transplant Reviews:
Despite Federal Policy Change, Prisoners Say They're Ignored, WASH. POST, Nov. 17, 2000, at
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system rapidly increasing and state fiscal budgets growing increasingly
tighter, questions concerning responsibility for funding high cost
health care is an issue of paramount concern for prison officials.18

This paper will argue that while the Eighth Amendment of the
Constitution requires prisons to provide inmates with an adequate
level of medical care, this does not include a requirement that prisons
fund lifesaving organ transplants. Part I of this article will provide a
background of the landmark case Estelle v. Gamble,19 which estab-
lished the rule that deliberate indifference to serious medical needs
could violate the Eighth Amendment's prohibition against cruel and
unusual punishment. Part II will deal with the "deliberate indiffer-
ence" standard and will discuss the Supreme Court's interpretation of
what conduct constitutes deliberate indifference for the purposes of
the Eighth Amendment. This section is divided into three subsec-
tions, the first discussing the subjective component of deliberate indif-
ference, the second discussing the objective component, and the third
discussing the overlap between the two components. Part III
addresses cost constraints and when cost is a legitimate factor weigh-
ing against a finding of deliberate indifference. Part IV applies the
deliberate indifference standard to organ transplants. Finally, Part V
addresses the issue of the constitutionality of requiring inmates to pay
for their own medical care.

A3. Illinois will only provide organ transplants if the inmate pays for the procedure. ILL.
ADMIN. CODE tit. 20, §415.80 (West 2004). Washington currently considers providing bone mar-
row and renal transplants. Email from Marc F. Stern, Associate Deputy Secretary for Health
Care/Medical Director for the Washington State Department of Corrections, to author (Jan. 13,
2004) (on file with author) [hereinafter Stern email]. In considering whether or not to provide
an organ transplant, Washington's DOC considers the cost effectiveness of the procedure using
$50,000 - $75,000/Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) as a rough threshold. Id. This technique
is a commonly accepted method to measure the cost efficiency of a particular procedure. Ceri
Phillips & Guy Thompson, WHAT Is A QALY (2001), at http://www.evidence-based-medicine.
co.uk/ebmfles/WhatisaQALY.pdf; see also David Grubb, Haly Daly Qaly (2004), at http://www.
mse.corneli.edu/courses/engrill9/Class-Notes/halydalyqaly.html. In addition, Washington
currently does not appear to currently consider inmates for liver or heart transplants, although
the issue is being reevaluated. Stern email.

18 Patricia S. Corwin, Senioritis: Why Elderly Federal Inmates are Literally Dying to Get
Out of Prison, 17 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL'Y 687, 687-88 (2001).

19 429 U.S. 97 (1976).
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I. ESTELLE V. GAMBLE- GENERAL BACKGROUND

In Estelle v. Gamble, ° the Supreme Court articulated the
requirement inherent in the Eighth Amendment that prisons may not
neglect the medical needs of inmates without offending the mandates
of the United States Constitution.2' In Estelle, J.W. Gamble alleged a
violation of the Eighth Amendment for cruel and unusual punishment
when he received, what he claimed to be, inadequate treatment for a
back injury sustained while he was engaged in prison work.22 The
Supreme Court stated that a failure to provide an inmate with ade-
quate treatment could constitute cruel and unusual punishment and
thus violate the Eighth Amendment, but held that in Gamble's case,
he did not receive inadequate treatment rising to the level of an
Eighth Amendment violation.'

The State is obligated to provide inmates with adequate medical
care because "it is but just that the public be required to care for the
prisoner, who cannot by reason of the deprivation of his liberty, care
for himself."'24 If prison authorities do not provide inmates with medi-
cal treatment, the inmates' medical needs will go unmet.2" The pain
and suffering resulting from the lack of necessary medical care would
result in punishment beyond the inmates' sentencing and would thus
constitute "an unnecessary . . . infliction of pain. ' 26 However, the
Eighth Amendment does not prohibit merely unnecessary inflictions

20 Id

21 Id

22 id. at 98-101.
23 l at 97.
2 I. at 104 (quoting Spicer v. Williamson, 132 S.E. 291, 293 (N.C. 1926)).
2 Id. at 103.
26 Id at 104 (citing Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 173 (1976)). An unnecessary infliction

of pain constitutes the objective component of the deliberate indifference test. See DesRosiers
v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 18 (1st Cit. 1991). If the medical care denied to the inmate does not fall
within the category of treatment constitutionally required, there can be no Eighth Amendment
violation. See id. The objective component of the deliberate indifference test has received sig-
nificantly less attention in opinions subsequent to Estelle. When courts do address the objective
component of deliberate indifference, it is usually referred to as the reasonableness limitation on
medical care required under the Eighth Amendment. See, e.g., Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294,
298 (1991) (holding that only "deprivations denying 'the minimal civilized measure of life's
necessities"' rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation) (quoting Rhodes v. Chapman,
42 U.S. 337, 347 (1981)); Bowring v. Godwin, 551 F.2d 44, 48 (4th Cit. 1977) (holding constitu-
tionally required medical care is "limited to that which may be provided upon a reasonable cost
and time basis").
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of pain, rather it only prohibits "unnecessary and wanton27 infliction[s]
of pain."'  Thus, while the Supreme Court recognizes that failure to
receive adequate medical treatment can result in unnecessary pain to
inmates, not all claims of inadequate treatment will rise to the level of
an Eighth Amendment violation.29

The Supreme Court limits Eighth Amendment protection to
those cases where the plaintiff can show "deliberate indifference to
[his] serious medical needs."'  Under this standard, a mere allegation
of negligence will not constitute an Eighth Amendment violation. 1

"Medical malpractice does not become a constitutional violation
merely because the victim is a prisoner. 3 2 Therefore, under Estelle
there is no Eighth Amendment violation where the attending physi-
cian, exercising his own medical judgment, may have failed to take all
the steps an inmate may believe to be medically necessary.3

Beyond the exclusion of negligent treatment, the Estelle opinion
offers only limited guidance as to what types of conduct constitute
deliberate indifference.3 However, the opinion as a whole suggests a
failure to provide medical care constitutes deliberate indifference only
if it rises to the level of "an unnecessary and wanton infliction of
pain "incompatible with 'the evolving standards of decency' ,36 and
"repugnant to the conscience of mankind."37 It is only in Supreme
Court cases subsequent to Estelle that a more precise meaning of
deliberate indifference is established. 8

In addition, for a constitutional violation to exist, Estelle requires
that the physician be deliberately indifferent to a serious medical

27 A wanton infliction of pain constitutes the subjective component of the deliberate indif-
ference test. See DesRosiers, 949 F.2d at 18.

28 See Estelle, 429 U.S. at 104. The wantonness requirement will be examined in greater
detail as it relates to the Eighth Amendment's limit to "punishment" in the following section of
this article.

29 1d. at 105.
30 Id. at 104.
31 Id. at 105-06.
32 Ic. at 105.
33 Id. at 105-06.
34 See id. at 102-06.
35 Id. at 104.
36 Id. at 103.
37 Id. at 105-06 (citing Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 471 (1947)).
38 Cases subsequent to Estelle will help to define, among other things, what medical care is

'necessary' and the definition of 'wanton' for purposes of deliberate indifference with regard to
medical needs.

[Vol. 15.2
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need.39 In Estelle, the Supreme Court provided little guidance to
define what constitutes a serious medical need."° Subsequent cases,
however, tend to agree that a serious medical need is "one that has
been diagnosed by a physician as requiring treatment or one that is so
obvious that a lay person would easily recognize the necessity for a
doctor's attention."'41 For the purposes of this article a lifesaving
organ transplant will be presumed to satisfy the serious medical need
prong of the Estelle test.

II. DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE: THE Two COMPONENTS

Even though Estelle established that deliberate indifference to
the serious medical needs of an inmate "constitutes the 'unnecessary
and wanton infliction of pain' proscribed by the Eighth Amendment,"
this proclamation left many questions as to precisely what constitutes
deliberate indifference.42 After all, to merely define deliberate indif-
ference as an unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain simply begs
the question.

The first step to correctly defining deliberate indifference in a
meaningful way is to recognize that deliberate indifference consists of
an objective and subjective component. 3 The subjective component
of deliberate indifference examines what subjective factors - the physi-
cian's personal diagnosis, the prison guards understanding as to which
treatment is to be provided, knowledge of a serious risk to the
inmate's needs, etc. - constitute a sufficiently culpable state of mind
before a constitutional violation can be found to exist." Courts have
discussed the subjective requirements of deliberate indifference in
much greater detail than the objective requirements, often leaving the
potential for a mistaken impression that deliberate indifference con-
sists of nothing but a subjective component.a

39 Estelle, 429 U.S. at 104.
40 See id.
41 Monmouth County Correctional Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F.2d 326, 347

(1987) (citing Pace v. Fauver, 479 F. Supp. 456, 458 (D.N.J. 1979), affd, 649 F.2d 860 (3d Cir.
1981)); see also Ramos v. Lamm, 639 F.2d 559, 575 (10th Cir. 1980).

42 Estelle, 429 U.S. at 104 (quoting Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 173 (1976)).
43 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 298 (1991); see also DesRosiers v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 18

(Ist Cir. 1991).
4 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298.
45 See, e.g., Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994) (discussing the subjective intent

requirement in great detail with only a cursory statement explaining that even where the subjec-
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The objective component of deliberate indifference looks for
"objective indicia"46 - such as cost and availability, community stan-
dards, effect on jail administration, etc.47 - to determine the minimum
constitutionally acceptable level of medical care.' If medical care falls
below this objective level the objective component of the deliberate
indifference standard is violated.49 Courts generally do not go into
great detail when discussing the objective component of deliberate
indifference, typically only mentioning such requirements in passing
as a reasonableness requirement.0

Unfortunately, the courts' short shrift of the objective compo-
nent of deliberate indifference can cause erroneous conclusions con-
cerning the level of medical care states must provide inmates under
the Constitution.51 Stripping deliberate indifference of its objective
criterion deprives the rule of any reasonableness limitation. In a legal
system that is built on principals of equity and justice, a rule without
reason simply will not do.

tive component is met, if the prison official 'responded reasonably,' a case of deliberate indiffer-
ence is not made out).

46 Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 346-347 (1981).
47 Woodall v. Foti, 648 F.2d 268, 272 (1981).
48 See supra text accompanying note 26.
49 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298 (identifying the objective component as determining whether

there is a sufficiently serious deprivation); see also DesRosiers v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 18 (1st Cir.
1991).

50 See supra text accompanying note 26. Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 346 (1981), is a
Supreme Court case dealing solely with the objective component of the deliberate indifference
standard. Rhodes itself did not identify the objective standards it articulated to define the consti-
tutional minimum standards for prison conditions as the same standards used to define minimum
standards of medical care. See id. at 347. However, Wilson v. Seiter later states that the deliber-
ate indifference standard for prison conditions and medical care are indistinguishable. Wilson,
501 U.S. at 303.

51 See, e.g., Marc J. Posner, The Estelle Medical Professional Judgment Standard The Right
of Those in State Custody to Receive High-Cost Medical Treatments, 18 Am. J.L. & MED. 347
(1992) (arguing that inmates are entitled to receive all medical treatment prescribed by a physi-
cian exercising professional judgment, regardless of cost); Jessica Wright, medically necessary
organ transplants for prisoners: Who is Responsible for Payment?, 39 B.C. L. Rnv. 1251 (1998)
(arguing that where organ transplants are necessary to save the life of an inmate, the state is
constitutionally obliged to fund the procedure). Both of these comments place undue emphasis
on the diagnosis and treatment prescribed by the treating physician, a subjective factor, to sup-
port the argument that cost is not a consideration in defining what medical care is constitution-
ally adequate, an objective factor.
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A. The Subjective Component: "Did the Officials Act with a
Sufficiently Culpable State of Mind?"52

In first defining deliberate indifference, Estelle provided very lit-
tle guidance as to what conduct satisfies the subjective component.13

The only point Estelle made clear is that whatever the subjective stan-
dard required for deliberate indifference, it is something more than
negligence.' There are three primary Supreme Court opinions, deliv-
ered subsequent to Estelle, that help to define the subjective intent
required to constitute deliberate indifference: Whitley v. Albers,5
Wilson v. Seiter,5 6 and Farmer v. Brennan.7 In Wilson, inmate Pearly
Wilson challenged a variety of prison conditions as unconstitutional
under the Eighth Amendment's prohibition of cruel and unusual pun-
ishment." The Supreme Court held that the deliberate indifference
standard articulated in Estelle applied to prison conditions generally
and is not limited to medical treatment, which is a part of prison
conditions.59

An essential point recognized in Wilson is that the Eighth
Amendment applies only in cases involving punishment.' Thus, how
punishment is defined is essential to making an accurate determina-
tion as to when prison conditions will fall under the scope of the
Eighth Amendment.6" For example, under the strictural definition62

of punishment, only the formal sentence imposed by the judge consti-

52 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298.
53 See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 105-06 (1976).
54 See id.
55 475 U.S. 312 (1986). Whitley applies to excessive force cases where there is only a consti-

tutional violation if prison officials acted "maliciously and sadistically for the very purpose of
causing harm." Id. at 320-21 (quoting Johnson v. Glick, 481 F.2d 1028, 1033 (2d Cir. 1973)).
Although this standard does not apply to the issue presented in this article, it may be helpful to
understand the wantonness requirement of deliberate indifference to recognize that it does not
require as culpable a mind as wantonness when applied to the use of force. Clearly if a physician
or prison official denies an inmate medical care with the malicious intent to inflict pain on the
inmate, this would satisfy the deliberate indifference prong of the Estelle test, but Estelle does
not require this higher standard be met to show deliberate indifference to a serious medical
need.

56 501 U.S. 294 (1991).
57 511 U.S. 825 (1994).
58 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 296 (1991).
59 Id. at 303.
60 Id. at 300.
61 See id.
62 Thomas K. Landry, "Punishment" and the Eighth Amendment, 57 OHIO ST. L.J. 1607,

1613 (1996).
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tutes punishment. According to the strictural definition of punish-
ment, because prison conditions, including medical care, are not
considered part of a prisoner's punishment, those conditions could
never violate the Eighth Amendment since those conditions would
not be considered punishment.63 Conversely, an experiential defini-
tion"4 of punishment considers everything that happens to an inmate
as a result of being confined in prison as a part of his punishment.65

Thus, where an experiential definition of punishment is adopted, the
court would look only to what actually happened to the inmate and
the intent of any state actor would be irrelevant.66

The Supreme Court, however, opted for a third definition of pun-
ishment in Wilson, referred to by some commentators as the "subjec-
tivist" definition.67 Defining punishment as a "deliberate act intended
to chastise or deter,"' the Wilson Court, like the Estelle Court,69 rec-
ognized that an infliction of pain on an inmate can only be categorized
as punishment if culpable intent is present.7" Falling somewhere
between the strictural and experiential views, the subjectivist defini-
tion embraces the view that where "pain inflicted is not formally
meted out as punishment by the state or the sentencing judge, some
mental element must be attributed to the inflicting officer before it
can qualify [as a violation of the Eighth Amendment]."'71 Thus, the
subjective component of the Estelle test is not merely a prophylactic
measure, but rather is rooted in the Eighth Amendment of the Consti-
tution itself.72 To put it another way, where there is no subjective
intent sufficient to transform prison conditions into punishment, the
Eighth Amendment simply does not apply. This is the reason that
accurately defining what constitutes deliberate indifference is of para-

63 Id. Justice Clarence Thomas supports this view as is illustrated by his separate opinion
concurring only in the judgment in Farmer v. Brennan, where he expressed a willingness to
overrule Estelle should the opportunity present itself. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 859-62
(1994) (Thomas, J., concurring).

64 Landry, supra note 62, at 1614.
65 Id.
66 1d

67 Id. at 1617.
68 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 300 (1991) (quoting Duckworth v. Franzen, 780 F.2d 645,

652 (7th Cir. 1985)).
69 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 105-06 (1976).
70 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 300.
71 Id at 300.
72 Id.

[Vol. 15:2
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mount importance to properly identify conduct that falls within the
purview of the Eighth Amendment.

While the Wilson court did an excellent job of explaining the pur-
pose of the subjective component of deliberate indifference, the cir-
cuit courts still remained divided as to the precise level of culpability
required to transform prison conditions into punishment.7 3 Courts
have generally agreed that wantonness meets the constitutional
threshold, but continue to disagree about its meaning. 74 To assist in
determining the meaning of wantonness as it applies to deliberate
indifference, the Supreme Court heard the case of Whitley v. Albers. 5

Whitley involved a case of excessive force where a prison guard shot
inmate Gerald Albers in the leg after a prison disturbance. 6 The
Supreme Court determined that to prove 'wantonness,' the plaintiff
must show that the prison guard acted "maliciously and sadistically for
the very purpose of causing harm."'

However, in Wilson, the Supreme Court declined to apply the
high standard articulated in Whitley to prison condition cases.7 8 The
Court reasoned that Estelle defined deliberate indifference as "wan-
tonness" and that whether conduct was "wanton" in part depends on
the constraints facing the official.7 9 In situations requiring the use of
force, prison officials are expected to act quickly under pressure and
to take the safety of prison staff and other inmates into considera-
tion.80 The Wilson court saw no distinction between the constraints
facing an official with regard to prison conditions or medical care, and
determined that in both cases officials are faced with lesser constraints
than those present in Whitley.81 Although the Wilson court did not
explicitly identify what types of constraints a prison official may be
faced with when providing for the medical needs of inmates, the opin-
ion suggests that where a prison official is faced with a legitimate
"competing institutional concern[ I," his conduct does not rise to the
level of an Eighth Amendment violation.'

73 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832 (1994).
74 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 302-303
75 475 U.S. 312 (1986).
76 Id. at 316-17.
77 Id. at 320-21 (quoting Johnson v. Glick, 481 F.2d 1028, 1033 (2d Cir. 1973)).
78 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 302.
79 Id. at 303.
8 Id.
81 Id.
82 Id.
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Between the Estelle, Whitley, and Wilson Supreme Court opin-
ions, the subjective component of deliberate indifference could only
be defined as something more than negligence, but less than malice. 3

With this ambiguity, a circuit split developed concerning the subjec-
tive component of deliberate indifference.' In Farmer, the opposing
parties agreed that recklessness is the appropriate standard, but dis-
agreed as to whether the civil 5 or criminal' definition of recklessness
should apply. 7

To resolve this dispute, the Supreme Court first reaffirmed the
view expressed in Wilson"8 that the Eighth Amendment applies only
to punishment and that subjective knowledge is an absolute prerequi-
site of conduct not formally meted out as punishment for it to be con-
sidered punishment by a court.8 9 Thus, the Supreme Court declined
an invitation to adopt a purely objective test for deliberate indiffer-
ence.' The Court held that a prison official cannot be found liable
under the Eighth Amendment for denying an inmate humane condi-
tions of confinement unless the official knows of and disregards an
excessive risk to inmate health and safety; the official must both be
aware of facts from which the inference could be drawn that a sub-
stantial risk of serious harm exists, and he must also draw the
inference.91

In addition, the Supreme Court recognized that prison officials
and physicians might have legitimate reasons for failing to take every
precautionary measure possible to maximize the health and safety of
the inmate. 92 Consistent with the Wilson Court's direction that wan-
tonness is to be defined in light of the constraints facing the official,93

the Farmer opinion instructs that "prison officials who actually knew
of a substantial risk to inmate health or safety may be found free from

83 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 835 (1994).
84 Id. at 832.
85 Recklessness can be found where there is actual or constructive knowledge of an exces-

sive risk. Id. at 837 n.5.
86 Recklessness can be found only where there is actual knowledge of excessive risk. Id. at

837 n.6.
87 Id. at 837.
88 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294 (1991).
89 Farmer, 511 U.S. at 837.
90 Id.
91 Id.

92 See id. at 844.
93 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 303.

[Vol. 15:2
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liability if they responded reasonably to the risk, even if the harm ulti-
mately was not averted."'94 The Supreme Court's holding in Farmer
thus confirms that the subjective component of deliberate indifference
can only be met if:

1. there are no constraints or legitimate competing state interests
making a decision not to provide specific medical care reasonable,95

and
2. the prison official has actual knowledge that a failure to provide

certain medical care will result in an excessive risk to the inmates
health.96

B. The Objective Component: "Was the Deprivation Sufficiently
Serious? "'

The objective component of deliberate indifference, while receiv-
ing substantially less attention in court opinions, is as essential to
proving deliberate indifference as the subjective requirement.98

Whereas the subjective requirement addresses the Eighth Amend-
ment limitation to punishments, the objective requirement examines
whether or not the punishment is "cruel and unusual." 9 The primary
Supreme Court case addressing the objective component of deliberate
indifference is Rhodes v. Chapman.0 In Rhodes, the Supreme Court
considered the question of whether the practice of "double celing"
inmates constitutes cruel and unusual punishment.10 1 After conclud-
ing that the arguments made by the inmates established, at best, that
double ceiling inflicted pain, 2 the Supreme Court held that the prac-
tice did not rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation.0 3

94 Farmer, 511 U.S. at 844 (emphasis added).
95 See Wilson, 501 U.S. at 303; see also Farmer, 511 U.S. at 844. For example, failing to

prescribe marijuana could never constitute deliberate indifference because its illegality is a con-
straint that faces the official and a legitimate state interest.

96 Id. at 837.
97 Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298.
98 See id.
99 U.S. Cor ST. amend. VIII.
100 452 U.S. 337 (1981). While Rhodes does not itself recognize the objective standards it

establishes concerning prison conditions are synonymous with those of minimum medical care,
the Supreme Court reaches this conclusion in Wilson. Wilson, 501 U.S. at 303.

101 Rhodes, 452 U.S. at 339.
102 Id. at 348-49.
103 Id. at 348.
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The Rhodes opinion recognizes that there is no static test to
define what punishments are cruel and unusual "for the Eighth
Amendment 'must draw its meaning from the evolving standards of
decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.""' This bench-
mark, used in Rhodes to identify punishment offensive to the Eighth
Amenlment, is entirely consistent with Estelle's own use of phrases
such as "unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain,"'0" "repugnant to
the conscience of mankind,"1 6 and "offend[s] 'evolving standards of
decency"'"o to describe the kind of behavior that constitutes deliber-
ate indifference. In addition, the recognition in Rhodes that "cruel
and unusual"10 is an ever-changing objective standard is consistent
with the failure of courts to articulate a more specific test to define the
objective component of deliberate indifference. 9

Even though there is no single test for the objective component
of deliberate indifference, the Rhodes opinion instructs that courts
should look to objective criteria as much as possible to determine if a
particular form of punishment comports with the community's evolv-
ing standards of decency. 10 For example, in the case of capital punish-
ment, 'objective indicia' used to gauge the moral approbation of that
particular form of punishment consisted of history, legislative action,
and sentences imposed by juries."' The appropriate 'objective indicia'
that should be considered to determine whether the 'evolving stan-
dards of decency' require a particular medical treatment to be pro-
vided to inmates are most explicitly stated in the Fifth Circuit case
Woodall v. Foti.n ' These factors include:

[1] the seriousness of the prisoner's illness, [2] the likely duration of
his incarceration,13 [3] the possibility of substantial harm caused by

104 Id. at 346 (emphasis added) (citing Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958)).
105 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103 (1976) (citing Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 173

(1976)).
106 Id. at 105-06 (citing Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 471 (1947)).
107 Id. at 103 (citing Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958)) (emphasis added).
log U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
109 See supra text accompanying note 48.
110 Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 346 (1981).
111 Id. at 346-47.
112 648 F.2d 268, 272 (5th Cir. 1981).
113 See Derrickson v. Keve, 390 F. Supp. 905 (D. Del. 1975) (holding failure to provide

elective surgery that would alleviate inmates headaches and constant congestion constitutes
deliberate indifference where the inmate is serving a life sentence and would thus never be able
to obtain the surgery if it was not provided while he was in prison); but see Fernandez v. United
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postponed treatment,'14 [4] the prospects of some cure or substantial
improvement in his condition, and [5] the extent to which the prisoner
presents a risk of danger to himself or other inmates. On the other
hand, the court should consider [1] the availability and expense of pro-
viding [the particular treatment]" 5 and [2] the effect of such [treat-
ment] on ordinary jail administration.1 16

While a physician's recommended treatment is useful in deter-
mining what medical treatment may be desirable for inmates, these
opinions cannot define the constitutional minimum medical care
requirements." 7 The true standard is not that which is desirable,11

but rather that which a failure to provide would offend decency."' In
a society where one of the most highly debated issues is how to
address the high costs of health care, it is not surprising that the public
sense of morality does not require the medical care provided to
inmates be "perfect, the best obtainable, or even very good." 2 ° Thus,
where medical care provided to inmates meets the "minimal civilized
measure of life's necessities,"121 the constitutional standard has been
met.

States, 941 F.2d 1488 (11th Cir. 1991) (holding the refusal to provide inmate serving two concur-
rent twelve year sentences with a heart transplant did not constitute deliberate indifference, even
though the physician estimated the inmate would only survive 2 more years if a transplant was
not provided).

114 See Monmouth County Correctional Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F.2d 326
(1987) (holding women entitled to abortion while in prison because to deny access to an abortion
while incarcerated could effectively deny the woman of the option to elect to have an abortion at
all due to the small window of time in which the option of an abortion is available); cf. Clark v.
Hedrick, 233 F.3d 1093 (2000) (holding that failure to provide inmate bone marrow transplant
does not constitute deliberate indifference where there is not an immediate, emergency need for
the treatment).

115 See Bowring v. Godwin, 551 F.2d 44 (4th Cir. 1977) (limiting constitutionally required
medical care to that which can be provided upon a reasonable cost and time basis); see also
Hampe v. Hogan, 388 F. Supp. 13 (M.D. Pa. 1974) (holding a refusal to allow inmate to undergo
treatment still in the early stages of development with a speculative likelihood of success did not
constitute deliberate indifference).

116 See United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39 (1st Cir. 1987) (refusing to require prisons
to provide inmates with the equivalent level of medical care they would be able to obtain if they
were not incarcerated, noting the 'administrative nightmare' such an unrealistic requirement
would create).

117 See Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 350 (1981).
118 Id. at 350 n.13; see also Bowring, 551 F.2d at 48.
119 Rhodes, 452 U.S. at 350 n.13, see also Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 102 (1976).
120 Hawley v. Evans, 716 F. Supp. 601, 603 (1989).
121 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 834 (1994) (quoting Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S.

337, 347 (1981)).
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C. The Overlap: Where the Subjective and Objective Components
Meet
Although the objective and subjective components are separate

elements of the deliberate indifference standard, the elements are not
entirely distinct.122 In some cases, objective factors may be such that
the court will presume the subjective element has been met.'23 For
example, in class actions alleging inadequate medical care generally,
proof of repeated negligent acts indicating there are "systemic and
gross deficiencies in staffing, facilities, equipment, or procedures" will
make out a case of deliberate indifference. 124

Additionally, there is some case law that suggests that a case for
deliberate indifference can be made even where the medical care
denied is not constitutionally required, if the medical care is denied
for an improper reason.125 For example, in Jackson v. McIntosh, the
9th Circuit held that an inmate's allegation that he was denied a kid-
ney transplant due to personal animus, if proved, would show deliber-
ate indifference to his serious medical needs." 6 The 9th Circuit noted
that while the kidney transplant itself may not be constitutionally
required, denial of the treatment for an improper reason, such as per-
sonal animus, constitutes deliberate indifference. 27 It appears possi-
ble then that where a treatment is denied for an improper reason, the
denial of treatment constitutes deliberate indifference, regardless of
whether the treatment itself is constitutionally required."2 Despite
these areas of overlap, however, deliberate indifference generally
requires a showing of both the objective and subjective elements.

III. COST CONSIDERATIONS AND DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE

Although Estelle and its progeny provide a relatively solid frame-
work for determining when a failure to provide medical care consti-
tutes cruel and unusual punishment, there appears to remain a fair
amount of confusion as to whether cost can ever be a legitimate con-
sideration that precludes a finding of deliberate indifference.1 29 First,

122 DesRosiers v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 18 (1st Cir. 1991).
123 See, e.g., Ramos v. Lamm, 639 F.2d 559, 575 (10th Cir. 1980).
124 Id.; see also Wellman v. Faulkner, 715 F.2d 269, 272 (7th Cir. 1983).
125 Jackson v. McIntosh, 81 F.3d 112 (9th Cir. 1996).
126 id. at 114.
127 Id.
128 See id.
129 Posner, supra note 51; Wright, supra note 51.
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there are a number of cases that acknowledge budgetary constraints
facing officials are a valid consideration in determining the level of
medical care to which an inmate is entitled. 130 At the same time, there
are many cases explicitly admonishing that cost is not a valid justifica-
tion for unconstitutional levels of medical care. 131 Although these two
separate holdings may at first seem conflicting, recognizing that in the
first case courts are referring to the objective and in the second case
the subjective component of deliberate indifference allows the two
holdings to be easily reconciled.

The role cost plays in the deliberate indifference analysis differs
depending on whether the objective or subjective component is at
issue. Where the court determines a particular treatment is constitu-
tionally required, lack of funds will not justify the inadequate level of
medical care." In this situation, the objective component of deliber-
ate indifference is met and the only question at issue is whether the
official acted with a sufficiently culpable mind. 33 Under the test
established in Farmer, an official acts with sufficient culpability to
show deliberate indifference if the official "knows of and disregards
an excessive risk to inmate health or safety."'134 However, even where
the official knows of and disregards a substantial risk, a case for delib-
erate indifference is not made out where the official responded rea-
sonably to the risk. 35

130 See; e.g., Bowring v. Godwin, 551 F.2d 44, 47-48 (4th Cir. 1977) (commenting that the
right to treatment may be limited to that which can be provided with a reasonable cost); Woodall
v. Foti, 648 F.2d 268 (5th Cir. 1981) (commenting that the expense of a treatment, among other
thing, should be considered when assessing the merits of a claim for unconstitutional denial of
care); United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39,42 (1st Cir. 1987) (holding inmate is not entitled
to "the most sophisticated [healthjcare money can buy").

131 Finney v. Ark. Bd. of Corr., 505 F.2d 194, 202 (8th Cir. 1974) (refusing to consider lack
of funds as a justification where "the deficiencies are of a constitutional nature") (emphasis
added); Monmouth County Corr. Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, 834 F.2d 326, 336-337 (3d
Cir. 1987) (citing numerous cases that hold cost cannot justify unconstitutional prison condi-
tions); Ancata v. Prison Health Servs., Inc., 769 F.2d 700 (lth Cir. 1985) (holding that "lack of
funds for facilities cannot justify an unconstitutional lack of competent medical care"); Jones v.
Johnson, 781 F.2d 769 (9th Cir. 1986) (commenting that budgetary constraints do not justify
cruel and unusual punishment); Hamm v. DeKalb County, 774 F.2d 1567, 1573 (1lth Cir. 1985)
(holding that the state's interest in limiting cost will not justify prison conditions below the con-
stitutionally adequate standard).

132 E.g., Finney, 505 F.2d at 202.
133 See Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 303 (1991).
134 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994).
135 Id. at 844.
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Insofar as circumstances require the court to examine the reason-
ableness of a response to a known risk, the subjective component of
deliberate indifference overlaps with its objective component.136

Thus, whether the prison official's conduct is considered reasonable
partially depends on whether the denial of the medical treatment is
sufficiently serious to satisfy the objective requirement of deliberate
indifference. 137 To this end, lower courts are overwhelmingly consis-
tent in concluding that the reasonableness of denying medical treat-
ment because of cost constraints depends on whether or not the
treatment in question falls above or below the constitutional standard
of adequate medical care.138 For medical treatments that must be pro-
vided in order to meet constitutional standards, cost is not a valid con-
straint.139 If the treatment is not constitutionally required, however,
the "government's interest in limiting the cost of detention justifies"
refusing to provide the treatment to inmates. 140 While the govern-
ment interest in limiting the cost of detention will not justify failing to
provide constitutionally required medical care, it provides ample justi-
fication for states to decide to provide no more than the constitutional
minimum.' 41 In other words, although cost is not a valid justification
for failing to provide constitutionally required medical care, cost is
valid factor to consider when determining what medical care is consti-
tutionally required. 42

While the subjective component of deliberate indifference
focuses on the culpability of the prison official, the objective compo-
nent examines whether a denial of medical care is sufficiently serious
so as to merit classification as "cruel and unusual."'43 In effect, the
objective component of the deliberate indifference standard defines
'adequate medical care' for the purposes of the constitution.144 The
Supreme Court instructs that the appropriate minimum standard of
healthcare is that which comports with the "evolving standards of

136 See DesRosiers v. Moran, 949 F.2d 15, 18-19 (1st Cir. 1991).
137 See id. at 18.
138 See, e.g., Finney v. Ark. Bd. of Corr., 505 F.2d 194, 202 (8th Cir. 1974); Boring v.

Kozakiewicz, 833 F.2d 468, 473 (3d Cir. 1987).
139 See DesRosiers, 949 F.2d at 18.
140 Boring, 833 F.2d at 473 (citing Hamm v. De Kalb County, 774 F.2d 1567, 1573 (11th Cir.

1985)).
141 Id.
142 See id.
143 See Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 298 (1991).
144 See id.
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decency." 145 To determine the level of medical care demanded by
contemporary morals, it is necessary to consider a variety of objective
factors, including cost and the availability of the treatment. 46

The conclusion that cost is a valid consideration when determin-
ing whether a particular medical treatment is constitutionally required
is consistent with the recognition that prisons do not operate with an
unlimited budget. 47 The United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit addresses this very issue in Bowring v. Godwin by stat-
ing, "the right to treatment is, of course, limited to that which may be
provided upon a reasonable cost and time basis."' 4 This limitation on
the level of constitutionally required medical care is consistent with
both common sense and the principal that inmates are not entitled to
"the most sophisticated healthcare that money can buy. ' 14 9

Additionally, in Hamm v. DeKalb County, the United States
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit noted that prisons are
allowed to take cost into consideration when determining what food,
shelter, and medical care to provide inmates. 50 The Eleventh Circuit
noted that prisons could indefinitely improve the quality of food, shel-
ter, and medical care provided to inmates so long as they continued to
spend proportionately greater amounts of money. x5 The Hamm court
acknowledged that prisons operate on limited budgets and as a practi-
cal matter simply could not be required to maintain the highest stan-
dards of food, shelter, and medical care, but merely those to meet
inmates' basic needs.15 2

Any argument that cost can never determine what medical proce-
dures to provide inmates and that only medical factors can be consid-
ered comes into square conflict with those objective considerations
making up a part of the deliberate indifference standard. Although
there are numerous cases stating that cost cannot excuse an unconsti-
tutional level of healthcare, case precedent and logic provide that cost
is necessarily a consideration in defining an unconstitutional level of

145 See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 102 (1976) (quoting Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101
(1958)).

1' See Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337 (1981); see also Bowring v. Godwin, 551 F.2d 44
(4th Cir. 1977).

147 See Hamm v. DeKalb County, 774 F.2d 1567, 1573 (11th Cir. 1985).
148 Bowring, 551 F.2d at 47-48.
149 United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39, 42 (1st Cir. 1987).
150 Hamm, 774 F.2d at 1573.
151 Id.
152 Id.
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healthcare. 5' Thus, while it is true that a lack of funds cannot justify
prison conditions that fall below constitutional standards, it is una-
voidable that cost be taken into consideration when determining these
constitutional standards. This is particularly true with regard to medi-
cal care considering its skyrocketing costs over the last few decades.
Indeed, courts have expressed the view that inmates, while entitled to
adequate healthcare, are not entitled to be free from the same cost
considerations faced by those who live outside the prison walls.'54

Therefore, where a medical procedure is cost prohibitive, this factor
weighs in favor of concluding that such a procedure falls outside the
scope of the medical care constitutionally required under Estelle.

IV. ORGAN TRANSPLANTS AND DELIBERATE INDIFFERENCE

As a prerequisite to a successful claim of an Eighth Amendment
violation, the plaintiff must show the defendant acted with deliberate
indifference.'55 Deliberate indifference consists of an objective com-
ponent (Is the deprivation sufficiently serious?) and a subjective com-
ponent (Did the officials act with a sufficiently culpable state of
mind?).156 The subjective component of deliberate indifference
requires that the official had actual knowledge of and disregarded an
excessive risk to the inmate's health or safety.'57 Thus, a plaintiff's
allegation that they have not received adequate medical care by itself
will not always suffice to state an Eighth Amendment violation, since
negligent conduct resulting in substandard medical care will not satisfy
deliberate indifference's subjective component. 158  Additionally,
courts will not second-guess the medical professional judgment of
health care professionals who diagnose and treat inmates. 5 9 If the
prescribed treatment is based on a legitimate medical reason, deliber-

153 In Monmouth County Correctional Institutional Inmates v. Lanzaro, the court stated
that courts had been reluctant to consider cost in determining what a constitutional violation is.
834 F.2d 326, 336-337 (1987). However, none of the six cases cited in the opinion to support this
point actually support this statement. Id. Rather, the cases stated that cost is generally not a
valid justification for prison conditions that violate the constitution. Id.

154 Reynolds v. Wagner, 128 F.3d 166, 175 (3d Cir. 1997) (upholding a fee-for-service pro-
gram implemented within prison to teach prisoners financial responsibility and deter the abuse
of sick call).

155 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104 (1976).
156 Wilson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 298 (1991). See supra Part ILI.A-B.
157 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994).
158 Estelle, 429 U.S. at 105
159 Taylor v. Barnett, 105 F.Supp.2d 483, 488 (E.D. Va. 2000).
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ate indifference will not be found where the plaintiff merely disagrees
with the proscribed treatment"6 or is denied an alternative treatment
he believes will be more effective. 161

The objective component of deliberate indifference places addi-
tional limitations on when a denial to provide medical treatment vio-
lates the Eighth Amendment.162 Prisoners are not entitled to "the
best"'6 medical care available, but rather only the minimal level com-
porting with society's evolving standards of decency. 64 As a part of
this standard, officials are permitted to take cost constraints and the
availability of treatment into consideration when determining whether
providing an inmate with a particular medical treatment is constitu-
tionally required. 65 In particular, there is a general consensus that
inmates are not guaranteed high cost, sophisticated medical treat-
ments,166 nor are they exempted from cost considerations that law
abiding citizens must face when selecting a form of treatment. 67

Considering the rising cost of healthcare and the lack of accessi-
bility to prescription medication and healthcare, it is reasonable to
conclude that medically credible procedures that are also extremely
sophisticated, cost prohibitive, and not widely available lie outside the
realm of medical care required by Estelle.68 In the case of an inmate
needing an organ transplant, a refusal to provide the procedure
funded by the state may at first glance seem harsh in cases where
there are no medical alternatives to keep the inmate alive. However,
the fact that organ transplants can save lives does not inherently mean
they are constitutionally required. Indeed, courts have rejected
inmate claims of deliberate indifference where a failure to provide an
organ transplant statistically shortened his life span' 69 or even in a case
where an inmate was diagnosed with only two years to live if he did

160 Id at 487.
161 Hampe v. Hogan, 388 F.Supp. 13, 13-15 (M.D. Pa. 1974) (denying prisoner's request to

order federal prison system to move him to a private hospital to be examined by a private proc-
tologist and given a type of surgery that was still in the early stages of development).

162 See Wilson, 501 U.S. at 298.
163 Brown v. Beck, 481 F.Supp. 723, 726 (S.D. Ga. 1980).
164 See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103 (1976).
165 See Bowring v. Godwin, 551 F.2d 44, 48 (4th Cir. 1977); Woodal v. Foti, 648 F.2d 268,

272 (1981).
166 See United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39, 42 (1st Cir. 1987).
167 Reynolds v. Wagner, 128 F.3d 166, 175 (3d Cir. 1997).
168 See id.
169 Barron v. Keohane, 216 F.3d 692, 692-93 (8th Cir. 2000) (holding that where dialysis is

an accepted alternative to a kidney transplant within the medical community, a failure to provide
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not receive a heart transplant.170 Additionally, inmates do not have a
constitutional right to experimental drugs, even if there are no ade-
quate alternative treatments available.171

These examples of medical procedures that are not constitution-
ally required illustrate that the seriousness of the consequences of
refusing to provide patients with a particular treatment is not enough
to make a denial of that treatment a per se showing of deliberate indif-
ference. Medical treatments are only required under the Constitution
insofar as they are necessary to comport with the evolving standards
of decency.172 Thus, before concluding that a life-saving procedure is
constitutionally required, a full examination of objective factors is
necessary to determine if a failure to provide the treatment would
offend decency. 73

In the case of organ transplants, the objective factors weigh
against finding the medical procedure is required under the Eighth
Amendment. The seriousness of the illness, the duration of the sen-
tence, assuming it is longer than the inmate's estimated time to live
without a transplant, and the prospect of substantial harm, in this case
death, all weigh in favor of requiring the procedure. However, the
high cost and low availability of the procedure outweigh these other
considerations.1 74

First, the cost of transplants is extraordinarily high.175 They are so
expensive that people who cannot show an ability to pay, will not even
be considered for an organ donation.176 People who might be
excluded from consideration for an organ transplant due solely to cost
considerations include not only uninsured people, but also those who
may have reached the lifetime maximum on their insurance policy or

a kidney transplant does not constitute deliberate indifference even though transplant patients
are shown to live longer than patients on dialysis).

170 Fernandez v. United States, 941 F.2d 1488, 1494 (11th Cir. 1991) (holding that where
inmate was provided with several specialized procedures in addition to other measures taken to
alleviate his medical condition, there was no showing of deliberate indifference).

171 Hawley v. Evans, 716 F. Supp. 601, 602-03 (N.D. Ga. 1989) (denying prisoners' request
to be treated with Zidovudine ("AZT"), the only antiviral agent that had been clearly shown to
improve the immune function in AIDS patients).

172 Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 346, 350 (1981).
173 See id.
174 See Woodall v. Foti, 648 F.2d 268, 272 (1981) (outlining objective factors to consider

when determining whether a particular treatment is constitutionally required).
175 Dondis, supra note 12.
176 See Man gets liver after using billboards, Net, supra note 5.
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those whose insurance policies have been revoked. 7 7 Additionally,
for those who rely on Medicaid to help finance their medical needs,
not all states will provide them with the funding necessary for an
organ transplant. 17

Even for those who are able to make it past the first 'cut' to be
considered for an organ transplant, due to a severe shortage of organs,
more people are left waiting than cured at the end of each year.179

Each year approximately 6,000 people 80 die while they are on the
waiting list for an organ donation. 8' Over 1,500 more will be
removed from the waiting list because they have become too sick to
undergo a transplant." Approximately 20,000 lives are saved each
year from a deceased donor organ transplant. 83 Looking at these
figures, the bleak reality is that for patients who are able to get their
names on the waiting list, their chances of actually receiving an organ
transplant, absent a direct donation from a living donor, are roughly
60 percent. This figure is tragic.

The scarcity of organ transplants, coupled with their cost-prohibi-
tive expense, is more than ample evidence that denying such a sought
after treatment to inmates does not offend the decency of mankind.
Indeed, the hostile reaction of Californians in response to the state's
expenditure of almost one million dollars for an inmate's heart trans-
plant suggests that using state dollars to fund a procedure many law-
abiding citizens must go without because of an inability to pay is the
true offense to decency." In light of the objective factors of extraor-
dinarily high cost and low availability of organ transplants, it is
unlikely that denying an inmate an organ transplant meets the objec-
tive requirement of deliberate indifference 5.18  Additionally, because

177 See, e.g., Clark, supra note 11; Radke, supra note 9.
178 Sharon E. Ehlers, Financial Aspects of Organ Transplantation, 29 NEPHROLOGY NURS-

mG J. 285 (2002).
179 See United Network For Organ Sharing, The Organ Procurement and Transplantation

Network, Transplants in the U.S. by Region, supra note 1.
180 United Network For Organ Sharing, The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Net-

work, Death Removals by Region by Year, supra note 2.
181 Id.
182 Id.
183 Id.
184 See supra text accompanying note 6.
185 See Woodall v. Foti, 648 F.2d 268, 272 (1981) (outlining objective factors to consider

when determining whether a particular treatment is constitutionally required); Fenandez v.
United States, 941 F.2d 1488, 1494 (11th Cir. 1991) (failure to provide heart transplant did not
constitute deliberate indifference).
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an organ transplant is a medical procedure that exceeds the constitu-
tional minimum, cost constraints are a valid consideration when deter-
mining whether the subjective element of deliberate indifference is
met.186 In other words, if prison officials choose not to provide
inmates with organ transplants in an effort to limit costs of incarcera-
tion, their level of culpability is not sufficient to establish deliberate
indifference.

V. PAYING FOR THE COST OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTS

Some prisons have implemented policies where they will provide
inmates with organ transplants only after the inmate shows an ability
to pay for the procedure.' s This type of policy is a legitimate method
to attempt to provide inmates with a higher level a medical care than
what is constitutionally required, without adding extra burden to the
prison's budget. Indeed, this type of policy is consistent with other
state efforts to shift the costs of incarceration from taxpayers to pris-
oners by implementing reimbursement programs requiring prisoners
to pay fees for a variety of services including room and board, dental
fees, extended family visits, and participation in work-release
programs.18 8

Regardless of whether the medical treatment in question falls
above or below the constitutional threshold, prison systems are not
required to pay for medical treatment to its inmates.1 89 Rather, they
are only required to ensure constitutionally required medical care is
provided."9 In City of Revere v. Mass. Gen Hosp., the Supreme Court
addressed the issue of whether a hospital that treated a suspect shot
by police when being apprehended could require the prison to pay the
bill. 9 ' The Court went on to conclude that although the government
was required to ensure the injured suspect received medical attention,

186 See Boring v. Kozakiewicz, 833 F.2d 468, 473 (3d Cir. 1987).
187 See, e.g., IL_. ADMIN. CODE tit. 20, § 415.80 (2005). Until February 2000, this was the

policy of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Okie, supra note 17, at A3.
188 See Sara Feldschreiber, Fee at Last? Work Release Participation Fees and the Takings

Clause, 72 FORDHAM L. REV. 207 (2003).
189 City of Revere v. Mass. Gen. Hosp., 463 U.S. 239, 245 (1983).
190 Id.
191 Id. In deciding Revere, the Supreme Court noted that the State's obligation to provide

medical treatment falls under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment rather than
the Eight Amendment because the suspect had not been convicted and sentenced for a crime,
but noted that the obligation to provide medical treatment in these cases is at least as great as
the obligation to inmates. Id. at 244.
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the government itself was not constitutionally required to pay for the
medical care." The Court went on to note that if the government
could obtain the necessary medical care by no other way than to pay
for it, they would be required to do so.'93 However, this same obliga-
tion does not exist for medical procedures, such as organ transplants,
that exceed the constitutional standards of adequate medical care. 94

Requiring inmates to pay for their own medical care is not a new
idea.195 In Reynolds v. Wagner, the Berks County Prison charged
inmates on a fee-for-service basis.196 Under this program inmates are
charged $3 for a medical evaluation by a nurse and $5 if the inmate
chooses to see a doctor without a referral x97 If the inmate's account
has a negative balance, 50% of his incoming funds are used to satisfy
the negative account, and the remainder can be used for personal
purchases.19g Exceptions to the fee requirement include commitment
screenings, psychiatric services, emergency services, and chronic ill-
nesses. 199 The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
upheld the fee-for-service program and noted, "there is ... no general
constitutional right to free health care."2 "0

The court rejected the argument that the program would lead
inmates to forego medical care in instances where they otherwise
would not if they were not charged a fee.20 1 The court reasoned that
the same could be said of individuals outside of the prison system and
there is no reason why inmates should not be faced with the same kind
of cost considerations as those made by society as a whole.2"
Although the prison could not deny inmates essential health care due
to an inability to pay, the court did not find any offense to the Consti-
tution when prisons conditioned medical care that was not constitu-

192 Id. at 245.
193 Id.
194 See id.
195 See, e.g., Reynolds v. Wagner, 128 F.3d 166 (3d Cir. 1997) (upholding constitutionality

of prison program requiring inmates to pay a small fee for medical care initiated by the inmate).
196 Id. at 170.
197 Id.
198 Id. at 171.
199 Id.
200 Id. at 173.
201 Id. at 175
202 Id.
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tionally required on an ability and willingness to pay. °3 Since organ
transplants are not constitutionally required, conditioning the receipt
of the procedure on an ability to pay does not violate the Constitution.

The different level of public access to the organ transplant proce-
dure as opposed to other basic medical care illustrates the current
view of society that organ transplants are in a separate class of medi-
cal care and due to its high costs will not necessarily be available to all
people regardless of their income levels or insurance coverage. If this
is true for people who live outside the prison walls, there is no reason
why criminals living inside prison walls should be given a financial
advantage over law-abiding citizens in gaining access to organ trans-
plant procedures. 2°4 Although an inmate's earning potential is obvi-
ously limited by virtue of his incarceration, it is not completely
obliterated. Nor is the inmate unable to appeal to friends and family
to contribute funds to pay for necessary medical treatment. Indeed, as
is often the case with patients who are required to pay extremely high
medical bills for an organ transplant and follow up treatment, even
individuals with the advantage of their liberty may have to appeal to
friends and family in order to pay for essential, high-cost medical
treatment.20 5 Although society has an obligation to provide for
inmates who cannot provide for themselves due to their incarcera-
tion,206 there is no obligation to grant inmates privileged access to high
cost medical treatments' by sheltering them from the serious cost
considerations that confront people outside of prison.208

VI. CONCLUSION

The Eighth Amendment only prohibits cruel and unusual punish-
ments.' 9 Although a failure to provide an inmate with medical treat-
ment may violate the Eighth Amendment, this is only the case if the
prison official acts with deliberate indifference. 210 For conduct to be
classified as deliberately indifferent, the deprivation must be suffi-

203 See id. at 174-75 (distinguishing the instant case from Ancata v. Prison Health Services,
Inc., 769 F.2d 700 (11th Cit. 1985), where the prison conditioned the receipt of constitutionally
required medical treatment on an ability to pay if the inmate was indigent).

204 Id. at 175.
205 See Clark, supra note 11; Radke, supra note 9.
206 See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 103 (1976).
207 United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39, 42 (1st Cir. 1987).
208 Reynolds v. Wagner, 128 F.3d 166, 175 (3d Cir. 1997).
209 U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
210 Estelle, 429 U.S. at 104.
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ciently serious and the prison official must have acted with a suffi-
ciently culpable mind."'

For a deprivation to be sufficiently serious, a denial of medical
treatment must be so egregious that it offends the evolving standards
of decency and is repugnant to the conscience of mankind.21 2 Organ
transplants are provided to only a select few because of the extremely
high cost and because there is a shortage of organs. In addition, organ
transplants are one of the most highly sophisticated procedures that
can be provided. As such, a failure to provide inmates with this much
sought after procedure, is not a sufficiently serious deprivation so as
to rise to the level of a constitutional violation. In addition, where a
prison official denies an inmate medical treatment that is not constitu-
tionally required in order to limit government costs, the official does
not have a sufficiently culpable mind to constitute deliberate
indifference.

213

It is important to note that this article merely discusses the consti-
tutional minimum standards of medical care states must provide their
inmates. Although the minimum standards do not include organ
transplants, this does not necessarily mean the procedure should not
be provided to inmates. In fact, there are some situations where the
state may spend less money providing an organ transplant to an
inmate.214 The critical point is that these types of decisions are beyond
the scope of the Constitution and are best left to the individual states.

Additionally, if a state provides organ transplants to inmates, it
should not do so under a mistaken impression that the Eighth Amend-
ment mandates it. To interpret the Eighth Amendment, a court must
look to objective criteria in order to gauge the public sense of moral-
ity.215 If a majority of the states are providing organ transplants, not
because they were inspired by a sense of morality, but rather because
they were inspired by a fear of liability,21 6 this will create an inflated
conception of what the evolving standards of decency require. How-
ever, it is the evolving standards of decency that are supposed to

211 VWlson v. Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 298 (1991).
212 Id. at 103; see also Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 346 (1981).
213 See Boring v. Kozakiewicz, 833 F.2d 468, 473 (3d Cir. 1987).
214 Prisons Inmate Wants Kidney Transplant, TRANSPLANT WEEKLY, Nov. 30, 1998

("[k]idney transplants, which have a 90 percent success rate, are actually cheaper than keeping a
patient on long-term dialysis").

215 Rhodes, 452 U.S. at 346.
216 See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
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shape the meaning of the Eighth Amendment and not the other way
around in a tail wagging the dog fashion.2" 7

Estelle merely intended to provide prisoners with a guaranty of
basic medical care 218 and not state of the art medical care.219 When
6,000 law-abiding Americans die each year waiting for an organ trans-
plant"0 and even more die because they cannot even get on the wait-
ing list, it is only just to refuse to grant inmates a privileged status by
footing the cost and guaranteeing them a spot on the waiting list. At a
minimum, until organ transplants are a more readily available proce-
dure where ability to pay does not play a significant role in whether
someone will be able to obtain the treatment, denying inmates this
coveted procedure does not offend the evolving standards of decency
and does not constitute cruel and unusual punishment.

217 See Rhodes, 452 U.S. at 346.
218 See Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 105 (1976).
219 United States v. DeCologero, 821 F.2d 39, 42 (1st Cir. 1987).
220 United Network For Organ Sharing, The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Net-

work, Death Removals by Region by Year, supra note 2.
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